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Some Remarks on Ahmad al-Kätib's
"Criticism of Shiite Methods in the

Prophetie Tradition"

by
Rainer Brunner

It is difficult, not to say virtually impossible, to overestimate the signifi

cance of the hadü corpus for Shiite intellectual history and religious identity.

Twelver Shiism in particular, the latest and most successful branch of Shi

ism, is totally inconceivable without the legacy of the Imäms as laid down

in these traditions. lt is safe to state, therefore, that "hadith established itself

in Shiite consciousness more firmly than any other Iiterary form" and more

over "reflects the oldest stage of Shiite literary activity"! From the earliest

compilations by as-Saffär al-Qurnmi and al-Kulayni that have come down to

posteriority, via Muhamrnad Bäqir al-Maglisis monumental Biliär al-anwär

up to Husayn an-Nur! at-Tabrisis no less impressive Mustadrak al-wasä'il

in the late 19th century - the repetitive reference to the Imäms and the con 

stant rearrangement of material that had previously already been collected

served not only as a huge reservoir of cultural memory, but also as a means

of reassurance, especially in times of crises and turns of eras - re-collection

in the double meaning of the word.? However, it is precisely here, too, that

we find the most controversial bones of contention between Shiites and Sun

nites: the defence of the dogma of the Imämate, the supposed occultation of

the Mahdi, the super-human qualities and the suffering of the Imäms on the

one hand, the rejection of the Sunnite worldview and the authority of the

caliphs on the other. If anything, the conflict between the two groups has to

be described as a struggle for history, or rather, from a Shiite point of view,

for history as it should have been.

2

Kohlberg, Etan. "ShTT Hadlth" . In: Beeston , A.EL. et aI. (eds) . Arabic Literature to
the End ofthe Umayyad Period. Cambridge 1983, p. 303.
Brunner, Rainer. "The Role of Hadith as Cultural Memory in Shit History", In:
Jerusalem Studies in Arabic and Islam 30 (2005), 318-360.
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Given these preliminaries, the approach taken by Ahmad al-Kä tib in

his contribution to this conference cannot be considered but iconoclast ic, In

order to avoid misunderstandings, let me make it clear from thc outset that

my following remarks intend to be thoroughly dis interested. Being myself

a non-believing outs ider, I do not sec it as my task to decide whether he is

right or wrong and whether his proposals are desirable, nor to protect tra 

ditional, mainstream or any other kind of Shiit es against what they might

pcrceive to be a renegade's attack on the core of their beliefs. As a historian

of Shiite intellectual history, however, I venture to give some assessment as

to Ahmad al-Kätibs position within Shiism and to the prospective chances

of success of his criticism.

Ahmad al-Kätibs cr itic ism of Shiite hadit is not restricted to certain

procedural issues. Where he addrcsses these questions - such as the time

gap between the reportcd hadits about Muharnmad and their fixation , dubi 

ous isn äds, the oral character of transmission and the inherent potential

danger of distortions or outright fabrications - he igno res the fact that all

these things cxisted in Sunnite Islam as weIl and gave rise to fierce debates

that have continued weIl into prescnt times. 3 But this is far from bcing his

main concern; instead, he aims at a fundamental rcjcction of Shiite prin 

ciples . This, however, would amo unt to the factual abolition of Shi ism, to

arefor mation by means of extinction , as it were . The last sentcnee of his

paper: "Thus all Shiite hadiths fall into doubt and it means we cannot read

ily aeeept them", eould easily have been taken from any salafiyya inspi red

anti -Shiite polemieal treatise. So, too, could his main points of cr iticisrn:

repudiating the sinlessness and omniseienee of the Imärns, or ridiculing the

Mahdi have also counted among the standard arguments of Sunnite here

siog raphy ever since." But onee one subtracts the twclve Im äms - what is

then left of Twelver Shiism? How prospcrous is areform that dec1ares its

3

4

Cf. Juynboll , G.H.A. The Auth enticity of the Traditi on Literature. Discussions in
Modern Egypt. Leiden 1969; Brown, Daniel. Rethinking Tradition in Modem Islamic
Thou ght, Cam bridge 1996; Musa, Aisha Y .ljadfth as Scrip /ure. Discussions on the
Authority oI Prophetie Tradit ions in Islam . New York 2008, esp. pp. 83-109.
Brunner, Rainer. Islamic Ecumenism in the 20th Centure The Azhar und Shiism
Between Rapprochemeni and Restraint. Leiden 2004, pp. 14--24, 255- 275, 320-337.
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own fundamentals to be resting, to a 1arge extent, upon taq iyya, dissimula

tion? What is more, al-Kätibs rush is apparent1y dissoci ated both from past

and contemporary Shiite debates on hadü and history at large. Nowhere

does he connect to other authors, neither theologians nor secular-minded

thinkers - and there is certainly no dearth of them, especially in modern

Shiism: one need mention only the names of Iranian reformist thinkers

such as Mohammed Mojtahed Shabestari, Moh sen Kadivar, Hasan Yusefi

Eshkevari or Abdolkarim Sorush.P By disregarding other reformist voices,

however, he sometimes preachcs to the converted, such as in his judge

ment of taqiyya , which has already in the past been repudiated by several

eminent Shiite scholars (such as Muhamrnad Jaw äd Mughniya or, for that

matter, Khomeini) ." It comes as no surprisc, therefore, that al-Kätib makes

do with thc rcjection of Shiite/:lad!] lock, stock and barrel, without offering

a new interpretation of the exiting sources or a new method of dealing with

them. It is fair to conclude that the chances that such an approach will fall

on fertile ground among other Shiites, be it in the Middle East or elsewhere,

are virtually nil.

The sweeping character of his criticism suggests, however, that it may

not be addressed to a predominantly Shiite audi ence in the first place at

all. Ra ther, it should be understood as a contribution to the ongoing debate

abo ut relations between Sunnites and Shiites and about chances to over

come the sectarian tcnsions which - after the Iranian revolution in 1979

perhaps even more so than in the past - have developed into one of the

most urgent problems in large parts of the Islamic world. Ahmad al-Kätib

suggests this interpretation himself by stating, right at the beginning, that

"there are no fundamental disagreements among different Islamic sects

regarding Islam's pillars and branches" and that "the differences between

Shiites and Sunnis are not rooted in Islam itself but in political thought" .

This is a distant echo of two arguments which could also be found in the

6

Amirpur, Katajun (trans. and cd.). Unterwegs ZlI einem anderen Islam. Texte irani
scher Denker. Hasan Yusefi Eshkevari, Malten Kadivat; Mohammad Mojtahed Shabe
stari. Freiburg 2009.
Brunner, lslamic Ecumenism, p. 218; Göbel, Karl-Heinrich. Modeme Schiitische
Politik lind Staatsidee (.. .). Op1aden 1984, pp. 176-1 84.
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wr itings of ecumenically-rninded authors of the mid-Zü'" century, when the

debate about a rapprochement was at its height.? I have to confess that I

have always found the assertion that the sectarian split within Islam was by

no means religious but purely political a somewhat peculiar pseudo-argu 

ment, considering the extent to which Islamic lega l and theological litera

ture in general purports, as a matter 01' course, to encompass both spheres.

What is more, from the point of view of history, it is manifestly wrong:

the acerbity of a political struggle between competing states came into the

picture only in the course of the Ottoman-Safavid rivalry from the 16th

century onward." Yet in the context of the ecumenical discuss ion, this eva

sion answered a dire need, namely the avoidance 01' any diseussion of early

Islamie his tory and hadü, sinee the protagonists knew perfeetly well what

the result of suc h a diseussion would have looked like. Dealing with early

Is lam and polities would immediately have rendered eeumenical activities

completely futi le (not that the ir strategy was 01' any use: polemies eventu

ally won the day anyway) .

Ahmad al-Kätib, now, tries to have his cake and eat it . He does so

by deliberately going into the heart 01' the matter, namely the succession

to Muhammad as the leader 01' the Muslim community and the question

of divine leadership in Islam - and by declaring it more or less irrelevant,

"marginal events" , as he puts it with regard to the eleetion 01' Abu Bakr as

the first ealiph. But these events are not marginal by any standard - and if

they should have been so at the time in real history, later hagiography suc

eeeded in overlaying them and in thoroughly changing their eharacter. After

all, al-K ätib hirnself speaks of "divine leadership" and "divine inspiration".

Tilman Nage l onee aptly defined hadü as the "annihilation 01' history" in

the sense that it expresses the eonstant longing of the Muslim community

for keeping the state of salvation as embodied in the life and times of its

7

8
Brunner, Islamic Ecumenism, pp. 228-248.
Eberhard, Elke. Osmanische Polemik gegen die Safawiden im 16. Jahrhundert nach
arabischen Handschriften . Freiburg 1970.
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9

11

prophet alive and present for all times.? However, there are two versions of

th is sal vation history, a Sunnite and a Shiite one, and both represent different

- and mutually incompatible - approaches to religious charisma. The Shiite

version, according to which the Prophet's charisma was hereditary and was

therefore directly transferred to the Imams, contrasts diametrically with the

Sunnite opinion, according to which it devolved upon the umma as a whole.

And this is why in Shii sm the process had to be extended for good, once the

lineage of the living Imams finall y dried up; Twelver Shiism in this regard

was only the last stage of a development that had already made the Mahdi

a familiar figure earlicr on in Islamic history. Today, after sevcral centur ies

plus one revolution that turned the 'ulani ä' into the Mahdi s vice-regents

on earth, we face the paradoxical situation that, on thc one hand, the mes

sianic expectation of thc Mahdi is codified in the Iranian constitution (and

in Ahmadinejad's crude speeches), whcrcas, on the other hand, in practical

terms he must not return, as this would mean the end of Shii sm as we know

it.1O Neither scenario, however, supposes his abolition.

Ahmad al-Kätib is not the first Shiitc iconoclast in recent decades. In

the late 1980s, the Iraqi Musa al-Müsawi managed to cause quite a stir when

hc published his book as-sr« wa-t-tashih. Being himself the grandson of a

famous Äyatolläh, he wrote a scathing critique of the religious leadership in

Shiism and a fundamental refutation of all central tenets of Shiism. Except for

scvcral fierce counter-polemics, thc echo, let alone practical consequences,

of his efforts remained rather limited.! ' When Ahmad al-Kätib emergcd,

nearly ten years later, for the first time with a bold criticism - in his book

Tasawwur al-fikr as- siyäsi as-sf'i min as-sürä il ü wiläyat al-faqih , in which

he strongly criticized Shiite political thought as embodied in Khomcini's

Nagel, Tilman. "I:IadT! - oder: Die Vernichtung der Geschichte". In: Wunsch, C.
(ed). xxv. Deutscher Orientalistentag. vortrage, München, 8.-13.4.1991. Stuttgart
1994(Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenländischen Gesellschaft, Supp!. 10), 118-128.

LU Maghen, Zeev. "Occultation in Perp etuum. Shi'ite Messianism and the Policies of
the Islamic Republie". In: Middle East Joumal62/2 (2008), 232-257.
Brunner, Rainer. "A Shiite Clerics Critici sm of Shiism. Müsä al-Müsawi". In: Brun
ner and WEnde (eds). The Twelver Shia in Modem Tim es. Religious Culture & Polit
ical History. Leiden 200 I, pp. 178-187. A more detailed treatment of Musawi's criti
cism ean be found in Siddons, Julian. Die Korrektur der Irrtüm er. MCtsä al-M üsawis
versuch, die schiitische Glaubenslehre Zl l reformieren. Würzburg 2005.
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wcll-known theory - , the reverberation he managed to arouse within Shiism

was - unfortunately, I should like to add - equally meagre.'? I am afraid that

his proposals of how to deal with Shiite hadü will not fare any better.

12 Badry, Roswitha. "' Much ado About Nothing?' Remarks upon aRecent Controve rsy
about Religious and Poli tical Authority in Twelver Shiism", In: Michalak-Pikulska,
Barbara and Andrzej Pikulski (cds). Authority; Privacy and Public Order in Islam.
Lcuven 2006, pp. 1-15.




